GLI-COBRA provides GPS coverage within any aircraft or ground vehicle for Special Operation Combat Missions. The Warfighter will have satellite connectivity and Situational Awareness prior to dismounting a vehicle or exiting an aircraft. A GPS receiver will experience no loss in signal coverage as it moves in or out of any vehicle equipped with GPS Live Inside.

- Equipment has received Safety of Flight Approval from the USAF Air Mobility Command Systems Group
- Supports options not available in any other repeater
- Outperforms retransmission systems costing several thousand dollars more.

GPS Retransmission technology developed by GPS Source, Inc. is currently utilized by Land Warrior equipped units aboard Stryker, RG-33 and M1151 vehicles.

GLI-Echo II LRU

Special Ops Units can immediately deploy with no delay in GPS acquisition.

Provides GPS Signal for These Apps and More. . .

- Toughbook Computer
- DAGR
- FalconView
- TacticompTM
- Parachutists NavAid
- JPADS AGU & Dropsonde
- Compatible with Garmin Fortrex, Garmin 60, Magellan Triton or any Commercial GPS Receivers

Warfighter Has No Need to Compromise on Performance

- 100% GPS signal compatible with all military and commercial receivers, regardless of complexity
- No interference with onboard avionics equipment
- Combat Proven Core Technology - Highly reliable system that supports demanding combat operations
- Waterproof & EMI Sealed - Built for extreme mission environments
- 28V aircraft power or battery power options
- LED’s on hardware and NVG compatible - Easy to recognize that system is operational
- Engineered for easy installation and operation, (including a pictorial user manual) - Missions stay on schedule!

www.gpssource.com
GPS Retransmission Kit

- Echo II LRU
- Active Antennas
- Dual Passive Antennas
- RF and Power Cabling
- All Mounting Hardware
- Multiple Power Options
  - 12/28V vehicle
  - Aircraft power
  - BA5590 series
- Standard military connectors
- Ruggedized carrying case
- User/installation manual
- 1-year warranty of full system

Available as a roll on/roll off or permanent install

Flexible. . .
Adjust Coverage for Application, From GMV to Large Aircraft

- HMMWV, GMV
- CASA-212
- M-ATV, MRAP
- CH/MH-47
- CH-53 E/D/K
- C-130/C-17
- UH/MH-60
- C-235
- Host Country Aircraft

This list is not all inclusive. Call us today if your vehicle or aircraft is not on this list. We have several, safe, dependable solutions for any kind of vehicle or aircraft.